Developer Intern
In short :
● Stack : #Full-Stack, #Frontend, #Backend, #Dev, #OpenSource, #React, #RoR, #Algolia
● Organization: Just One Giant Lab (JOGL), an open and participatory, non-profit research and innovation
laboratory.
● When: As soon as possible - 4 months and more
● Where: Remotely and/or at the JOGL offices, within the Centre de Recherche Interdisciplinaire, Paris 4th
arrondissement, metro St Paul/Bastille.
● Contract: Full-time or part-time internship according to availability, remuneration to see according to profile

Context :
Just One Giant Lab (JOGL) is the first research and innovation laboratory operating as a distributed, open and
massive mobilisation platform for collaborative task solving. JOGL helps humanity to sync onto fixing our most
urgent and important problems using Open Science, Responsible Innovation and Continuous Learning. JOGL
partners with academic labs, companies, startups, foundations, NGOs and public services to create participatory
research programs for understanding and solving Health, Environmental, Social and Humanitarian issues.

Description and missions:
Placed under the responsibility of skilled developers from the JOGL team, you will be working with the web
development team to design, develop, and release new features; complete maintenance tasks; and modify the
existing code of the JOGL platform. Here are some more detailed info:
● The frontend uses: ReactJS, NextJS, Typescript, and Sass
● The backend stack is built on Ruby on Rails, and some of the tech it uses includes: A
 lgolia, A
 mazonS3,
GraphQL, Elastic Search. Experience or familiarity with any of the technologies listed is nice, but not
required.
● If you know only backend, or only Frontend, feel also free to apply!
● Knowledge of the following tools/skills are nice but not required: Heroku, G
 itLab and GitLab CI,
PostgreSQL, OpenSource Development, managing open source projects.
● Familiarity with at least 1 object-oriented language (we use Ruby) will be very helpful for getting up to
speed quickly
● Preference for someone who can work U.S. mornings (8am-12pm MDT, aka UTC-7:00) for pair
programming sessions, but we can also work asynchronously, so feel free to apply regardless of where
you are!
Being an intern at JOGL comes with opportunities for growth, professional development, and leadership. You will
be joining a global team composed of the organization’s co-founders, a development team, communications team,
and program managers. Visit our website for a full team description. At JOGL, skills and motivation are worth more
than diplomas!

You are:
● Motivated! You like the idea of contributing to the emergence of a new model of participatory research
and innovation.
● Autonomous! You have organisational skills and you like to take initiatives. You have the ability to choose
which is the best way to develop a feature.
● Curious! You are innovative, creative and constantly looking for ways to improve your work.
● Organized! Document yourself and think about other developers when you code!
● Efficient! You are able to work in a timely manner, with short deadlines and imperatives.
● Problem Solver! You enjoy finding solutions and resolving issues quickly and efficiently.
● Collaborative! You are able to work in a team and are able to communicate with people without technical
knowledge.
● Fluent! Fluent in English and strong knowledge of the webdev world

Bottom line : B
 e ready for an extraordinary adventure! Y ou must be motivated to get to the heart of the
matter, you will be active to the rhythm of a changing world. Valuable experience with a young team of digital
culture, tech for good, open data-big data and open science

How to apply?
Fill out this form and we will get back to you as soon as possible :)

JUST ONE GIANT LAB (JOGL)
N°SIRET : 82974635300012
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